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Critiques bring to the analysis of rhetorical events variom assump-
tions about the nature of symbolic action. Yet almost invariably
they share common presuppositions about the constituent ele-
ments of the rhetorical situation and the logic that informs the
relations between them. Whether theorists and critics adhere to an
"old" or a "new" rhetoric, they continue to operate under the
assumption that a logic of infiuence structures the relations be-
tween the constituent elements in any particular rhetorical situa-
tion. Symbolic action (what has historicaUy been a linguistic text) is
almost always understood as an expression that, wittingly or unwit-
tingly, shapes or is shaped by the constituent elements of the situa-
tion out of which and for which it is pioduixd. This long-held
conception of the rhetorical situation as an exchange of influence
defines the text as an object that mediates between subjects
(speaker and audience) whose identity is constituted in a terrain
different from and extemal to the particular rhetorical situation.
Hence, the rhetorical situation is thought to modify attitudes or
induce action on the part of consummate individuals.

I beUeve a rethinking of the rhetorical situation is called for on
two interrelated grounds. One, the understanding of the rhetorical
text as a discourse whose meaning is constituted by its relation to
either an exigence operative at a partioitar historical moment or a
consdousness anterior to the rhetorical event commits us to a na-
ive notion of influence and bUnds us to the discourse's radically
historical character. Two, the construal of the rhetorical situation
as an event made possible by way of an exchange between consum-
mate individuals, severely limits what we can say about discourse
which seeks to persuade: if any syml^ic act is no more than an
event that links distinct and already cc^stituted subjects, then rhe-
torical discourse bumps up against ttu» impenetrable and unalter-
able space of the subject, "a threshold which none of the sfrategic
[responses] manage to cross."' Thai is to say, if we posit the
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audience of any rhetorical event as no more than a conglomeration
of subjects whose identity is fixed prior to the rhetorical event
itself, then we must also admit that those subjects have an essence
that cannot be affected by the discourse. Thus, the power of rheto-
ric is drcumscribed: it h ^ the potency to infiuence an audience, to
reaUgn their allegiances, but not to form new identities. Clearly,
the traditional concept of the rhetorical situation forces theorists
and critics to appeal to a logic that transcends the rhetorical situa-
tion itself in order to explain the prior constitution of the subjects
partidpating or impUcated in the event. If the identities of the
audience are not constituted in and by the rhetorical event, then
some retreat to an essentialist theory of the subject is inevitable.^
Ultimately, this commits us to a limited conception of the subject
and, in tum, to a reductive understanding of the rhetorical situa-
tion. In this essay I want to suggest that a re-examination of sym-
boUc action (the text) and the subject (audience) that proceeds
from within Jacques Derrida's thematic of diffirance enables us to
rethink tiie rhetorical situation as articulation. Indeed, deconstruc-
tive practice enables us to read symbolic action in general and
rhetorical discourse in particaiiar as radical possibility.̂

Obviously this is not the first attempt to mark a productive
relation between the rhetorical analysis of texts and deconstruc-
tion. A plethora of theorists and critics, both within and outside
the disdpline of Rhetoric, have availed themselves to deconstmc-
tive practice under the shared conviction that, more than any
other theoretical or critical perspective, deconstruction takes the
rhetoridty of all texts seriously.* Deconstructive critics decipher
all events as strategic impositions: as willed and, therefore, provi-
sional Umitations of a potentially unUmited and indeterminate
textuality. Typically, Jacques Derrida and his disdpies work to-
ward the disclosure of ttie tropological structure of modes of
thinking which, while purporting to be mere "means of expres-
sion," affect or infect the meaning produced. Beyond its demysti-
fying function, however, deconstruction has yet to be appropri-
ated in a productive way by critics working in the field of Rheto-
ric. What still remains to be done—and what this essay seeks to
offer—is a reading of the rhetorical situation from within the
frame of deconstmctive practice in order to specify what can be
produced that is useful for the analysis of rhetorical events. This
essay will proceed in the following manner: in the first section, 1
wiU tske up the text as a constituent element of the rhetorical
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situation. Here I will deUneate what I take to be the productive
relation between the rhetorical analysis of discrete symbolic ac-
tions and deconstruction. By way of a dose reading of Jacques
Derrida's thematic of diffirance as it is performed in a number of
his essays, and particularly as it is staged in Glas,^ I wiU suggest
that deconstruction is a way of reading that seeks to come to
terms witti the way in which the language of any given text signi-
fies the compUcated attempt to form a unity out of a division,
thereby turning an originary condition <rf impossibiUty into a con-
dition of possibiUty in order to posit its ostensive argument. I will
argue that from within the thematic of diffirance the "rhetorical
dimension" of the text signifies not only the play of the tropo-
logical figures operating on its surface level, but also the (non)
originary finessing of a division that produces the meaning of the
text as such. That is to say, the "rhetorical dimension" names
both the means by which an idea or argument is expressed and
the initial formative intervention that, in centering a differential
situation, makes possible the producticm of meaning.* In the sec-
ond section of the essay, I wiU fix my glance on the audience as a
constituent element of the rhetorical situation. Here I wiU show
how a deconstruction of the subject gives rhetorical critics and
theorists access to the radical possibiBties entailed in rhetorical
events: if, as I wiU argue with Derrida, we conceive audience as
the effect of diffirance and not the realization of identities, then
our conception of rhetorical events must aUow the potential for
the di^lacement and condensation of tiiose provisional human
identities. I wiU recommend that we rethink the rhetorical situa-
tion as governed by a logic of articul^km rather tiian infiuence.
Once we take the identity of audience as an effa:t-structure, we
become obUged to read every 'fixed' identity as the provisional
aiui practical outcome of a symbolic ei^gement between speaker
and audience.

I. Situation and Speaker

Twenty years ago Lloyd Bitzer simdttaneously opened his semi-
nal ^say "The Rhetorical Situation" aaid inaugurated the joumal
Philosophy and Rhetoric with a series (^questions, aU of which boil
down to one: How are we to define %e, rhetorical text? Bitzer's
answer is widely known and based upoQ an onto-phenomenological
differentiation between instrument^ asd expresave utterance:
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a work of riietoric is pra^natic; it comes into existetice for the sake
of something beyond itself; it functiotis ultimately to produce action
or change in the world; it perfonns some task. In short, rhetoric is a
mode of altering reality, not by the direct applicatioti of energy to
objects, but by the CTcation of discotuse which changes reality
through the mediation of thought aiid action.''

"Rhetoric," here, is the name given to those utterances which
serve as instruments for adjusting the environment in accordance
to the interests of its inhabitants. Of course, absolutely central to
Bitzer's definition of rhetoric is the suggestion that rhetorical dis-
course is a response to, and called into existence by "some spedfic
condition or situation which invites utterance."' In his view rhetori-
cal discourse is an effect structure; its presence is determined by
and takes its character from the situation that engenders it. As he
puts it, "rhetorical disa>urse comes into existence in response to a
question, a solution in response to a problem." According to
Bitzer, the situation is the "necessary condition of rhetorical dis-
course," and as such it "controls the rhetorical response in the
same sense that the question controls the answer and the problem
controls the solution": "Not the rhetor and not persuasive intent,
but the situation is the source and ground of rhetorical activity—
and, I should add, of rhetorical critidsm."'

In 1973 Richard E. Vatz published "The Myth of the Rhetori-
cal Situation," a gesture which chaUenged the validity of Bitzer's
definition of rhetoric. Vatz indicts, quite correctly, Bitzer's defini-
tion of the rhetorical text as an operation that "disengage[s] the
"meaning [that] resides in events," and argues, to the confrary,
that "statements do not imply 'situational characteristics at aU':
the statement may c^temibly describe situations, but they actu-
ally only inform us as to the phenomenological perspective of the
speaker."'" Vatz brought into the discussion what Bitzer had
excluded—the intervention of an intending and interpreting
speaker-subject. Citing Chaim Perelman and Murray Edelman,
Vatz notes both how "the very choice of what facts or events are
relevant is a matter of pure arbitration [on the part of the
speaker]" and how the communication of " 'situations' is the
translation of the chosen infonnation into meaning."" Hence, for
Vatz thetomsd discourse is "an act of creativity . . . an interpreta-
tive a(^," and not something discovered in situations.

As an attemative to conceiving rhetorical discourse as the deter-
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mined outcome of a situation, Vatz calls for a revei^al of the cause-
effect relation between situation and discourse proposed by Bitzer.
Since, as Edelman states, "language does not miiTor an objective
'reaUty' but rather creates it by organizir^ meaning&l perceptions
abstracted from a complex, bewildering world," rhetoric "is a
cause not an effect of meaning. It is antecedent, not subsequent, to
a situation's impact."'^ For Vatz, as for Edelman, rhetorical dis-
course is to be analyzed as an expression of a speaker's intentions
and interpretations which bring rhetorical situations into being.

Several essays have since been published that take up the ques-
tion of the relation between the rhetorical text and the rhetorical
situation. Continuing the debate between Bitzer and Vatz, critics
have defended, rejected, or modified Bitzer's and Vatz's views of
rhetoric and the rhetorical situation. In all cases, however, critics
stiU take as their founding presumption a causal relation between
the constituent elements comprising the event as a whole. Either
speaker or situation is pvosited as logically and temporally prior, one
or the other is taken as origin." The present discussion wiU not try to
review this body of arguments; rather it wiU attempt to tum what
appears to be an inipasse (does situation or speaker occupy the
position of origin?) into a productive contradiction, one that makes
it possible for us to rethink rhetoric in a new way. Such task may
begin with Vatz's essay which, more than any other, makes visible
the contradiction that rules both sides of the debate. As already
noted, Vatz's ostensive purpose is to propose an alternative to
Bitzer's definition of rhetoric and the rhetorical situation. Whether
or not we agree with Vatz's own proposition, we may at least see his
essay as a successful cotmter-statement. Nevertheless, and this is
the mark of the double-gesture that inhal»ts his own writing, even as
it questions the validity of Biteer's central proposition, Vatz's essay
simultaneously confirms it. After all, Vatz's statement is a response
to Bit2»r's essay; Vatz reads "ITie Rhetorical Situation" as itself a
situation with an exigence that invites a response. And yet, is not
Vatz's own article an effect of arbitratkHi on the part of a choosing
individual? So, then, is Bitzer right or B Vatz right? Is situation or
speaker the origin of rhetorical discoiu^?

It is at tlm juncture that a decons^ctive intervention might
prove productive and has, in fact, alre^^ been set into operation by
Vatz. As I have shown, Vatz inverte thelrierarchy between situation
and speaker posited by Bitzer. What if̂  rather than simply choo»ng

, we were to suggest with Derrid^ that by upseting the hierar-
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chy and produdng an exchange of properties between situation and
speaker, Vatz unwittingly uncovers and undoes the operation re-
sponsible for the hierarchization and, thus, displaces both the foun-
dational logic of his own and Bitzer's argument? If both situation
and speaker can stand in for cause, "if either cause of effect can
occupy the position of origin, then origin is no longer originary; it
loses its metaphysical privilege."" How, then, are we to account for
the production of rhetorical texts? What are we to read rhetoric as
the sipi of? To answer these questions, I tum to a discussion of
diffirance and try to flesh out its impUcations for the theorization of
the rhetorical situation.

Rethinking Sjieaker and Situation from within the Thematic of
Diff6rance

Any serious consideration of the productive interface between
rhetorical analysis and Derridean deconstruction must begin by
charting the onto-theoretical precepts that inform deconstructive
practice. Within the parameters of the present essay, this means
thinking through the concept-metaphor diffirance that plays a for-
midable role both morphologically and historically in the works of
Derrida. Derrida's notion of diffirance is rooted in Saussure's
Cours de linguistique generale. In one of his earliest essays Derrida
remarks how, in conceiving language as a system of signs whose
identity is the effect of difference and not of essence, Saussure is
put in the peculiar position of having to conclude that, contrary to
common sense,

in language, there are only differences without positive terms.
Whether we take the signified or the signifier, language has neither
ideas nor sounds that existed before the linguistic system, but otily
conceptual and phonic differences that have issued from the system.
The idea or phonic substance that a ^gn contains is of less impor-
tance than tte other signs that surround it.̂ ^

For Derrida, Saussure's text proposes a notion of difference that
unwittingly points to a division within as weU as between distinct
elements in the Unguistic system: the play of difference which
Saussure saw operating between elements and thus constituting
the value of any disarete element in the linguistic system is for
Derrida always sdready at work within each element. Tliis intemal
difference, this interval which sepsu-ates every element from that
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which it is not, wlule "by the same token, divid[ing] the present
[element] in itself," is, for Derrida, what lends every element its
value.'* Diffirance, as Derrida names it, marks an originary inter-
nal division, a 'fundamental' non-identity which, he teUs us in
Positions,

forbid[s} at any moment, or in any sense, that a simple element be
present in and of itself, referring only to itself. Whether in the
order of spoken or written discourse, no element can function as a
sign without referring to another element which itself is not simply
present. This interweaving results in eadi 'element'—phoneme or
grapheme—being constituted on the basis of the trace within it of
the other elements of the chain or system. This interweaving, this
textile, is the text produced only in the transfonnation of another
text. Nothing, neither among the eletnents nor within the system,
is anywhere ever simply present or absent. There are oniy, every-
where, differences and traces of traces.''

The sign 3& "trace-structure," the sign se 'constituted' out of a
stmctural prindple of original non-identity or radical alterity, is
predsely that which Derrida elsewhere names the "graphematic
structure."'*

In a way that will soon become evident, Derrida's diffirance
effects a link between deconstruction and the analysis of rhetori-
cal texts by supplying rhetorical critics with a mechanism that
enables them to specify more adequately the rhetoridty of a text.
For now, it is important to note that the thematic of diffirance is
operative throughout Derrida's early as weU as late essays. In
fact, we couid even dedde to dedpher most of his essays as
variations on this theme. For example, we might read Derrida's
essay entitled "Diffirance" in Speech and Phenomena and Other
Essays on Husserl's Theory of Signs as sowaething like the l o ^ of
diffirance or the questioning of the arche; we might A&aphex his
earUer e^ay on Rousseau in Of Grammak>logy as the attempt to
rename "diffirance" as "the graphic erf the supplement;" we
might descrilw "Signature Event Contejrt" and "Limited Inc." in
tem» of a reinscrijAion of diffirance as iteration or rsuiical dta-
tionaUty. We might even go so far as to s^gest that in every case
Derrida's ^says re-mark the trace of "the systematic {day of (Kf-
feren<»s, of the traces of differences, of 4ie spacing by means of
whidi elements are related to e^^h crth^ in aay ^ven text.'' In
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short, we could take the entire lot of Derrida's essays as an assem-
blage seeking to play and sometimes even perform the differance
that structures all texts but which is always covered over in the
writing.^

But what about this diffirance? Why should rhetorical critics
stmggle with this complicated intemal division that is said to inhabit
all writing, strucrture all speech, and scandalize all texts? What is so
critical about this seemingly critical difference? In his essay "E>if-
f6rance" Derrida provides a possible answer: "Diffirance is what
makes the movement of signification possible . . . ."^i The play of
differance, as Derrida puts it, is "the possibility of conceptuality, of
the conceptual system and process in general:"

What we note as diffirance will thus be the movement of play
that "produces" (and not by something that is simply an activity)
these differences, these effects of difference. This does not mean
that the diffirance which produces differences is before them in a
simple and in \\s&\i utmiodilied and indifferent present. Diffirance is
the nonfuU, nonsimple "origin"; it is the structured and differing
origin of differences.22

To repjeat, differance makes signification possible. Only to the
extent that we are able to differ, as in spatial distinction or relation
to an other, and to defer, as in temporalizing or delay, are we able
to produce anything. ''Diffirance" is, as Derrida puts it, "the for-
mation of form."^ Here we do well to look a bit closer at an essay
in which Derrida provides an extensive structural description of
diffirance and then proceeds to discuss at even greater length its
enabling power. In "Lingubtics and Grammatology" he says,

[diffiratKe] does tiot ciepend on any sensible plentitude, audible or
viable, phonic or ^aphic. It is, on the contrary, the condition of
such a plenitude. Altiiough it does not exist, although it is never a
teing-preseot outside of aU plentitude, its possiblity is by rights
anterior to aU that one calls sign . . . concept or operation, motor or
sensory. This diffirance is therefore not more sensible than inteHigi-
Ue and it pemuts the articulation of signs among themselves wiAin
the same abstract onier . . . or between two orders of expression. It
permits the (fftiadtuimi of speedi and Mniting—in the colloquial
seme—as it founds die mets^ysical cqpposition between tiie sensi-
ble and the inteUigfble, then between signifier and ^gnified, expres-
sion and content,
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Derrida's tUffirartce is, as Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak points out,
the name for "the lack at the origin that î  tiie condition of thought
and experience"; all writing in the narrow sense, like all speech,
marks the play of this productive non-identity." Diffirance, Der-
rida writes, is the structural condition which makes it possible for
us to perform any act.

For a concrete example of the enabling power of diffirance we
can turn briefly to Derrida's Glas. In this work Derrida binds
Hegel to Genet, Genet to Hegel. In so doing, he constructs two
columns of discourse which make reading or decipherment a prob-
lem. How are we to read this two-pronged, two-pegged text? As I
have already suggested, we can decide to decipher this text as the
dramatization of differance. Indeed, it seems to me that no other
work by Derrida more proficiently stages the play of diffirance
than Glas. The very typographic form of the text ("if one decides
to concentrate on one column the eye is drawn by the other"^) as
well as the writing on both sides ("how the seeming exposition in
the Hegel section seems upheld yet undone by the unruly Genet
column"") dramatizes the structural power of diffirance by per-
forming it graphically. Briefly said, in Gles Derrida transposes the
logic of diffirance into the graphic of diffirance: it is the white,
what we usually take to be empty, space between the Hegel col-
umn and the Genet column that gives rise to the text. The space
between the (in)de[%ndent columns marks a differencing zone
that, as Derrida puts it in "The Double S^sion,"

through the re-marking of its semsuitk void, it in fact begins to
signify. It semantic void sign^es, but it agitifies spacing and articula-
tion; it has as its meaning tbe possibility of syntax; it orders the play
of meaning.̂

Glas performs the vantage point from w^di it becomes possible to
see in a very vivid and concrete way how ̂ e value of a symbolic act,
like the value of any element in a system, is a function of its place in
an economy of diffirance. It is in the midpe or the suspense of the
two previously unjoined texts that meanii^ can be said to have been
made. In fact we might go so far as to suggi^t that the blithe proposi-
tion in Glas is: everything deliberatety a ^ unavoidably happens in
its crease, in its fold. It is in the structur^^spai^ between the Hegel
column and the Genet column that Derr^b's text woidd play out its
'meanings'. Again, the ^pace between tbe two (in)dependent texts
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deliberately and unavoidably stages the incision, the cut, the intro-
duction of a differencing zone, a structure of diffirance that in being
divided makes meaning possible. Diffirance is deliberately per-
formed as the fold, where the border between inside (Hegel or
Genet) and outside (Genet or Hegel) becomes undeddable as the
text slips erratically from one column to the other. In short, the
enabling power oi diffirance is expressed or demonstrated in Glas as
the asymmetrical (non)engagement of Hegel and Genet:

each page is folded dissymmetrically down the middle, for Hegel
and Genet can never be identical. The equation is never balanced,
reading and writing never coincide, and the page is never quite
folded up.»

In shuttling us between the Hegel and the Genet columns, Der-
rida's Glas involves us in the 'active' movement of diffirance. Typo-
graphically dramatizing the economy of diffirance, he engages us
in the work of a decipherment which produces the suggestion that
all activity is made possible only by finessing a divided origin, a
diffirance.

Such finessing, Derrida points out, in what might be taken as a
metacritical comment in Glas, is hardly without interest:

Before attempting an active interpretation, verily a critical displace-
ment (supposing that is rigorously possible), we must yet patiently
decipher this difficult and obscure text. However preliminary, such
a deciphering cannot be neutral, neuter, or passive. It violently
intervenes, at least in a minimal form . . . . " •

The reader as well as the writer, and in the case of Glas, the philos-
opher as well as the poet, generates a discourse whose 'meaning'
"is already, and thoroughly, constituted by a tissue of differ-
ences."'' Tliat meaning emerges as nothing more than a tissue of
differences, however, should not be taken as a disabling discovery.
In fact, Derrida points out that it is in deciphering difference as a
diffirance, that we begin to read, and it is in transforming this
condition of impossibility into a condition of possibility that we are
enabled to speak and write—intervene.

Returning to the central question raised in this section of the
essay, we can ask once again: How can Derrida's decision to read
all texts as the trace of an inaugurating diffirance help rhetorical
theorists and critics account for the production of rhetorical texts?
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As I mentioned at the start, deconstruction allows us to take seri-
ously the rhetoridty of discursive practices. What does ttas mean in
terms of the discussion on (Uffirance and what implications can it
have for the practice of contemporary rhetorical criticism that
takes the text as one of the constituent elei^nts of the rhetorical
situation?

Derridean deconstruction begins by ccnsidering the way in
which all texts are inhabited by an internally divided non-originary
'origin' called diffirance. The divisiveness of that 'originating' mo-
ment is, so to speak, covered over or, as I put it earlier, finessed
into a unity by the writing and the speaking. In fact, the (messing
of the non-identical into an identity is, as was noted above, pre-
cisely the activity that makes signification happen.

At this point, it might be emphasized that the provisional imposi-
tion of something like a unified origin is both a necessary and an
interested gesture. It is necessary since the articulation of anything
requires the temporary displacement of plurality, the provisional
limitation of a potentially unlimited and indeterminate textuaiity
(i.e., historical, discursive field). It is interested since, as I have
shown, diffirance underwrites all discursive practices and thus ex-
poses all beginning points, ail primordial axioms and all founding
principles as constructions—impositions, traces of a will to knowl-
edge.*^ In "Linguistics and Grammatology" Derrida describes the
necessary emd interested gesture this way:

If words and concepts receive meaning cmly in sequences of differ-
ences, one can justify one's language, aid one's choice of terms,
only within a topic [an orientation in space] and an historical strat-
egy. Ute justification can therefore never be absolute and (teftni-
tive. It corresponds to a comUtion of forces and translates an histori-
cal calculation .3̂

All symbolic action marks an intervention and an imp(xitioB—a
deferral of and differencing between the h^torically produced dis-
cursive field—^whose own authority is histCMically produced and,
thus, provisional. As Derrida put it elsevifere, "if the word 'his-
tory' did not carry with it the theme of a final repression of dif-
firance, we could say that differences al^ne could be 'historical'
through and through and from the start."**

The transitory character of one's choice ̂  foundational terms is
precisely that which any text cannot adn;ife if it is going to make
anything like 'trutii' a^^ar; Irowever, the text's own providonality
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is also that which the langm^e of the text repeatedly performs,
despite aU efforts to conceal it. We are continually reminded that
although our own desire for unity and order compels us to "bal-
ance the equation that is the text's system," the textuality of the
text itself "exposes the grammatological structure of the text," and
reveals "that its 'origin' and its 'end' are given over to language in
general."^ Because the text is always and already given over to
language in general, there is invariably a moment in the text
"which harbors the imbatancing of the equation, the sleight of
hand at the limit of a text which cannot be dismissed simply as a
contradiction."'* This textual knot or inadvertent "sleight of hand"
marks the rhetoridty of the text and, in so doing, enables us to
locate the unwitting and interested gesture that finessed diffirance
in such a way that the writing could proceed. In every case the
rhetoric of the text marks the intervention of diffirance onto the
scene of writing. Moreover, the rhetoridty of the text also sustains
the trace of the unwitting and interested gesture that, in re-writing
the 'originary' division as an identity, effected the text. Thus rheto-
ric can neither be taken as mere ornamentation for nor accessory
to the 'essential' argument or proposition of a text. While dif-
firance constitutes the structural 'condition' for signification, rheto-
ric is the name for both the finessing of diffirance that inaugurates
a text and the figurality of the text that puts us on its track.

The deconstructive displacement of questions of origin into ques-
tions of process frees rhetorical theorists and critics from reading
rhetorical discourses and their 'founding principles' as either the
determined outcome of an objectively identifiable and discrete
situation or an inteipreting and intending subject. In fact, it impli-
cates them in a much more complicated and unwieldy project: it
obliges them to read rhetorical discourses as "the interweaving of
different texts (literally 'web'-s) in an act of criticism that refuses to
think of 'influence' or 'interrelationship' as simple historical phe-
nomena."^ That is to say, neither the text's immediate rhetorical
situation nor its author can be taken as simple origin or generative
^ent since both are underwritten by a series of historically pro-
duced displacements. Tlie implications this has for rhetorical
the<»ry and criticism will be made evident after we examine the
rhetorical utuatkni from the side of reception rather tiian produc-
tion, l^us, the next section will surest how we might begin to re-
write the liietorical »tuatian from within the thematic of diffirmtce
by takii^ up the relation between the text and the auctieoce.
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II. Text and Audience

So far I have tried to show that Derrida's diffirance provides us
with a critical edge for rethinking the relation between a rhetorical
text and its speaker or situation. A deconstruction of those rela-
tions obliges us to question both the speaker's and the situation's
presumed authority over the production of discourse. But where
does that leave us? I would like to suggest that if we supplement
our deconstructive readitig of rhetorical discourse by a reading of
audience that proceeds from within the thematic of diffirance, it
becomes possible for us to rethink the logic of rhetorical situation
as articulation.

I begin the discussion on text and audience with the observation
that whenever rhetorical theorists and critics contemplate the rhe-
torical »tuation, they do so with some notion of audience in mind.
Indeed, at least in the twentieth century a preoccupation with
audience has often served as the distinguishing characteristic of
critical practice in our disdpline. Yet, even in essays explidtly
seeking to develop a theory of the rhetorical situation (with audi-
ence invariably identified as one of its constituent elements), the
concept of audience itself receives little critical attention: in most
cases, audience is simply named, identified as the target of discur-
sive practice, and then dropped. For the most part, theorists do not
approach audience as a problematic category. Lloyd Bitzer exem-
plifies this general complacency best when he remarks.

What charcteristics, then, are implied wfaen one refers to '*the rhe-
torical situation"—the context in which S[»akers or writers create
rhetorical discourse? Perhaps tbis question is puzzling because "sit-
uation" is not a standard term in the vocabulary of rhetorical
theory. "Audience" is standard; so also are "speaker," "subj«:t,"
"occasion," and "speech." If I were to a^, "What is a rhetorical
audience?" or "What is a rhetorical subject?"—the reader would
catdi the meaning of my question.^

Indeed, one is expected to catch the me^bg of Bitzer's questiCMi
"What is a rhetorical autUence?" because ome is trained, at least in
terms ofthe theoretical/critical lexicon, to Aink of audience as a self-
evident, if not altogether banal, (ategory. Sased on what has been
said about it, theorists and critics seem to j ^ e e on the nature aad

of audience. Surve3^g the historic of the concept as it has
used in the tl^raization aad Bmdym oi rhetorical events.
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Thomas Benson remarks: the term "audience" signifies for theorists
and critics the presence of a body "influencing the design of and
being influenced by a symbolic action. "^ In other words, as a collec-
tive animated by an identifiable and shared predisposition, audience
implidtly figures into discussions about the rhetorical situation as a
constraint upon rhetorical discourse. As a recipient of rhetorica!
messages, audience also figures forth as a confederate body suscepti-
ble to persuasion and, ultimately, "capable of serving as mediators
of the change which the discourse functions to produce. "*"

There can be no doubt that the dominant concept of audience as
a collectivity that both influences and is influenced by discourse is
based on the traditional humanistic conception of the subject. As
Michael C. McGee puts it, rhetorical theorists and critics "presup-
pose a 'people' or an 'audience' " that is "either (a) an objective,
literal extension of 'person', or (b) a 'mob' of individuals whose
significance is their gullibility and failure to respond to 'logical'
argument."*' In both cases they hold firmly to a conception of the
human being that presumes an essence at the core of the individual
that is coherent, stable, and which makes the human being what it
is. Across the board, the subject, and by extension the audience, is
conceived as a consdousness, an "I" which thinks, perceives and
feels, an "I" whose self-presence or consciousness to itself is the
source of meaning. For example, even though they disagree with
each other on the generative ground of rhetorical discourse, both
Bitzer and Vatz presume the presence of an audience that finds, in
any rhetorical situation, its ontological and epistemological founda-
tion in the notion of a sovereign, rational subject. In Bitzer's
words, an audience signifies "only . . . those persons who are capa-
ble of being influenced by discourse and of being mediators of
change."*^ Implied in this statement is the suggestion that rational
persons respond appropriately to reasonable propositions—a sug-
gestion Vatz's argimient presupposes. What must be noted here is
that theorists as diverse as Bitzer and Vatz predicate their views of
audience on the common presumption that fixed essences encoun-
ter variable circumstances. Given this conceptualization of the au-
dience, Benson is justified to define the rhetorical situation as a
complex governed by the logic of influence. In the next section of
the essay, I intend to problematize the feasibility of the notion of
audience modeled after the sovereign subject and, by way of con-
clusion, oiisT a tiieorization of the tiietorical situation that pro-
vides us with an alternative to the logic of influence.
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Rethinking Text and Audience from within the Thematic of
Diffdrance

In several of his works, Derrida challenges the presumed integ-
rity of the phenomenological subject, the subject of the humanistic
tradition that, as I have shown, plays a formidable role in our
understanding of the rhetorical situation. He launches a decon-
struction of the centered subject by attemptiag to think presence,
including the subject as a consdousness present to itself, as "start-
ing from/in relation to time as difference, differing, and defer-
ral."*' In short, Derrida takes seriously the possibility that the
subject, like writing and speech, is constituted by diffirarwe.

Before fleshing out the various implications the deconstruction
of the humanistic subject has for traditional notions of audienc:e
and situation, we must examine more closely Derrida's elaborate
argument, one that enables him to forge the polemic suggestion
that the centered subject is an effect-structure and not an ontologi-
cal a priori. Derrida's deconstruction of the humanistic subject
turns in great part on the effac:ement of the subject/structure bi-
nary that allows himianists like Husserl and Freud** to posit a self-
present I, "a fixed origin" that itself "esc^)e[s] structurality" in
such a way as to limit "the play of structure."*' Perry Anderson
puts it this way:

What Derrida had seen, acutely, was that the supposition of any
stable structure had always depended on the silent postulation of a
center that was not entirely 'subject' to it: in other words, of a
subject distinct from it. His decisive move was to liquidate the last
vestige of such autonomy.**

As Anderson intimates, Derrida deconstructs the subject by show-
ing us how the identity of any subject, what I earlier called the core
of the human being, tike the value of any element in any system is
structured by diffirance. This forces us to tbink of subjectivity not
as an essence but as an effect of the subject's piace in an economy
of differences. For example, in his ^say "Semioiogy suid
Grammatology'* Derrida writes that.

Nothing—no present and ia-different being—thus precedes dif-
firance aod spacing. There is no subject t ^ is s^ent, author, and
master of diffirance, who eventually and e^nricaUy wotdd be over-
ti^en by diffirance. Subj»:tivity--iike crt̂ êctivity—is an eCGect vd
diffirance, an ̂ e c t imcribed ia a system dtidiffhwux.*^
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In this essay, Derrida recommends that we think the subject not as a
stable presence constituted and operating outside the play of dif-
firance, but instead as a producrtion or effect-structure oidiffirance.

If the identity of the subject is to be taken as the effect of
diffircnce and not of essence, then it is marked, like any sign or
any object, by an internal difference that prevents it from being
present in and of itself. As Derrida puts it.

This is why the a of diffirance also recalls that spacing is tempori-
zadon, the detour and postponement by means of which intuition,
perception, consummation—in a word, the relationship to the pres-
ent, the reference to a present reality, to a being—are always de-
ferred. Deferred by virtue of the very principle of difference which
holds that an element functions and signifies, takes on or conveys
meaning, only by referring to anoUier past or future element in an
economy of traces.**

By way of the operation of diffirance, Derrida underscores the
radically historical character of the subject. Against an irredudble
humanist essence of subjectivity, Derrida advances a subjectivity
which, structured by diffirance and thus always differing from it-
self, is forever in process, indefinite, controvertible. In fact,

"absolute subjectivity" would . . . have to be crossed out as soon as
we conceive the present on the basis of diffirance, and not the
reverse. The concept of subjectivity belongs a priori and in general
to the order of the constituted. . . . There is no constituting subjec-
tivity. The very concept of constitution must be deconstructed.*'

Like any other object, the subject is a historical construct predsely
because its 'unique' and always provisional identity depends upon
its operations within a system of differences and the larger move-
ment of diffirance: the subject is neither present nor "above all
present to itself before diffirance." Like speech and writing, ' ^ e
subject is constituted only in being divided from itself, in becoming
space, in temporizing, in deferral.""' Rather than marking a place
of ictentity, tiie subject designates a noncoinddence, "a complex
and differential produc:t"" continuously open to change.

Rewriting the Logic of the Rhetorical Situation as Articulation

What implications might tiie deccmstruction of the subject have
for our cbiimtioa ol the audience and, thus for the rhetorical atua-
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tion? Simply put, the deconstruction of the subject opens up pc^si-
bilities for the field of Rhetoric by enabling us to read the rhetori-
cal »tuation as an event structured not by a logic of influence but
by a logic of articulation. If the subject is shifting and unstable
(constituted in and by the play of diffirance), then the rhetorical
event may be seen as an incident that prcKlucra and reproduces the
identities of subjects and constructs and reconstructs linkages be-
tween them. From the vantage of the de-centered subject, the
rhetorical event can not signify the consolidation of already consti-
tuted identities whose operations and relaticms are determined a
priori by a logic that operates quite apart from real historical dr-
cumstances. Rather it marks the articulation of provisional identi-
ties and the construc:tion of contingent relations that obtain be-
tween them. From within the thematic of diffirance we would see
the rhetorical situation neither as an event that merely induc:es
audiences to act one way or another nor as an inddent that, in
representing the interests of a particular collectivity, merely wres-
tleis the probable within the realm of the actualizable. Rather, we
would see the rhetorical situation as an event that makes p>ossible
the production of identities and social relations. That is to say, if
rhetorical events are analysed from within the thematic of dif-
firance, it becomes possible to read discursive practices neither as
rhetorics directed to preconstituted and known audiences nor as
rhetorics "in search of" objectively identffiable but yet undis-
covered audiences. Diffirance obliges us to read rhetorical dis-
courses as processes entailing the discursive production of audi-
enĉ es, and enables us to dedpher rhetorical events as sites that
make visible the historically articulated emergence of the category
'audience'.

Such perspective, of course, implicates us in a larger, radically
historical project that works against e^entializing and universaliz-
ing claims. If rhetorical discourses (which are ttiemselves played by
diffirance) are dedphered as practices that perform the situated
displacement and condensation of identiti^ and audiences, then
our tendency to gloss over differences and find refuge in a common
existential or ontological condition will be checked. I believe, how-
ever, that the gift of deconstruction is that it obliges us to resist
universalizing gesture, enabling us to open Up a spac« wherein it
becomes possible for us to discern the cxtnsti^rable heterogeneity
of the sexual spihere and the formidalrfe role that rhetoric plays in
articulating this beieiQ^tsity. Sipiiicaatty«no(i^, a î eaciing of
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the rhetorical situation that presumes a text whose meaning is the
effect of diffirance and a subject whose identity is produced and
reprcKluced in discursive practices, resituates the rhetorical situa-
tion on a trajectory of becoming rather than Being. Finally, then,
the deconstruction of the rhetorical situation and its constituent
elements has taken us to a point where we are able to rethink
rhetoric as radical possibility.

This essay has attempted to provide an answer to the following
question: How, if at all, can the insights of deconstruction assist in
the explanation and understanding of rhetorical events? Spieaking
generally now, the appropriation of deconstruction by rhetorical
theorists and critics can bring intelligibility to the rhetorical event
by enabling them to read rhetoric as a divided sign: as the name for
both the unwitting and interested gesture that structures any sym-
bolic action and the figurality that puts us on its track. Derridean
deconstruction does not merely help rhetorical critics analyse
texts, in addition, it promotes a rigorous reevaluation and rebuild-
ing of the concept-metaphor "rhetorical situation" that drives and
delimits much contemporary critical prac:tice in this field.

This call for the appropriation of deconstructive insights de-
serves a final word. My attempt to use deconstructive insights as
means through which the rhetorical situation can be rethought was
not meant to suggest that traditional rhetorical theories and critical
practices are indefensible or that they should be replaced by
Derridean deconstruction. I take deconstructive practice as one
possible way to re-invigorate the field, not as the first step towards
a renunciation of it. In short, I believe it is possible to open up the
field of Rhetoric by using deconstruction not as a transcendental
signifier that will lead the way to truth, but as a bricoleur's or
tinker's tool—a 'positive lever'̂ ^— t̂hat produces rather than pro-
tects the exorbitant p>ossibilities of rhetoric.
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